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American Instrumental Ensemble Series 
The Salvation Army - USA Southern Territory 

Composer Guidelines 

1. Please follow the attached grade level and percussion guidelines closely (see #16). 

2. Write for Four players before adding the optional 5th part.  

3. Do not write wall-to-wall. Every part must have rests, and you should consider places for everyone to 
breathe.  

4. Use our printed AIES score paper or request the Finale template. If you use other notation software, 
submit the following files of your score: original (e.g. Sibelius) file, PDF, & audio file.  

5. Be sure to write the Part 4 B% T.C. part in octaves when necessary to keep it below Parts 3 & 4 when 
Part 4 is not a Tuba. Use an asterisk (*) in part (score) and at the bottom of the score page when this 
concept is first introduced (*Play lower note when Part 4 is not a Tuba). 

6. For Levels I and II, use English musical terms for directives (tempo, mood, style, etc.); rit., rall., cresc., dim., 
and a tempo are acceptable in Italian. Use Italian terms for only Levels III and IV. 

7. Percussion 1 and Percussion 2 combined must be playable by no more than a total of 2 or 3 players.  
Please keep mallet parts on Percussion 1 and all other percussion parts on Percussion 2.  Please follow 
graded Percussion Guidelines carefully (see next page). Both parts are optional (see #18). 

8. Label all first entries of a particular Percussion instrument and specify type of mallets or sticks to be 
used. 

9. Use a notehead for drums and an x or diamond for all accessories, cymbals, and special effects (i.e. cross 
stick). 

10. If you want to use tonal colors (i.e. bright vs. mellow brass, etc.), be sure to cross cue in other parts. 

11. Do not include Part 5 in the keyboard condensed score, unless it is an important (cued) line. 

12. When writing a solo, please do not cue solo part in the keyboard condensed score. 

13. When writing a solo, use AIES solo score paper or the Finale solo template. 

14. Please include an approximate duration on each score. 

15. Send “Program Notes” and a “Note to the Conductor” along with your score.  Remember that they do 
not have to be extensive, rather concise and helpful. 

16. Scores will be returned if guidelines are not met. 

17. Divisis in Part 1 (Grades III & IV only) are allowed only as optional notes. They must not be required for 
voicing.  

18. If using drum set, make sure Part 4 aligns with (agrees with or reinforces) the bass drum. Also, your 
arrangement must work without optional percussion parts.  

19. Do not over-articulate, instead find ways to avoid dense page clutter. 

20. Do not change the assigned tune without consulting the editor.  
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GRADE I

  closed
notehead OȮȮ

  open
notehead ?

No Timpani

 œœ

GRADE II

  closed
notehead OȮȮ

  open
notehead

œ œ?
no changes

Timpani (2)

 œœ

GRADE III

  closed
notehead OȮȮ

  open
notehead

œ œ?
Timpani (2)

limited changes

 œœ

GRADE IV

  closed
notehead OȮȮ

  open
notehead

œ œ?
Timpani (2)

easy changes
(not too fast)

 œœ

DRUM SET

  closed
notehead OȮ̇

  open
notehead œœœ

tom-toms (label)

PERCUSSION GUIDELINES
Please Note: This edition reflects changes in the drum set guidelines concerning cymbal and tom-tom placement in the staff. 

All are included in the Finale temmplate.

Bells:
  very limited

Bells:
  limited

Bells:
  limited to 
  medium

Bells:
  medium to 
  medium difficult
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triangle & wood block
tambourine
snare drum

suspended cymbal
bass drum

triangle & wood block
tambourine
snare drum

suspended cymbal
bass drum

triangle & wood block
tambourine
snare drum

suspended cymbal
bass drum

triangle & wood block
tambourine
snare drum

suspended cymbal
bass drum

ride cymbal
hi-hat

snare drum
bass drum
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GRADE I 
(Written Ranges) 

1. Rhythms should be kept extremely simple (   w   h   h.   q   ). 

2. Keep articulation markings simple and few. Avoid            

3. Keep dynamic changes to a minimum. Avoid áþ, é,  æáþ,  etc.  

4. Acceptable B-flat instrument keys are: F, C (G, B%). 

5. Acceptable time signatures are:   Ęģ  ė ģ  Ėģ   

6. Keep length between 50 to 60 measures because of endurance factors. 

7. These arrangements are to be supplemental materials to First Book of Hymn Tunes (early). 

8. See percussion guidelines for limitations, and composer guidelines (#7). 

^ 
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GRADE II 
(Written Ranges) 

1. Remember to use careful judgment when considering difficulty.  Contrasting styles and concepts can be 
introduced, but with very little technical demands. 

2. Use common and simple articulation marks, dynamics and accidentals (no F%s or B#s, etc). 

3. At this level a few players are beginning to obtain reasonable technical facility, but most players are far 
behind. Therefore, be extremely careful with secondary parts. 

4. Keep length between 50 - 60 measures because of endurance factors. 

5. Acceptable B-flat instrument keys: F, C, B%, G (E%). 

6. Acceptable time signatures are:  Ęģ  ėģ  Ė ģ  Ě ħ  

7. Equal to:    First Book of Hymn Tunes (late) 
Brass Music for Young Bands (early) 
Unity Series (early) 

8. See percussion guidelines for limitations. 

9.  Rhythmic limitations:  w  h.  h  q.  q  e  (no e.) 

(  ) 
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GRADE III 
(Written Ranges) 

1. Use common sense in all areas! 

2. Acceptable B-flat instrument keys: C, F, B%, E%, G, D, (A%). 

3. Acceptable time signatures are:  Ęģ  ėģ  Ė ģ  Ě ħ  no fives or sevens. 

4. Remember, endurance is still a problem. 

5. Keep length to 60-72 measures max! 

6. Rhythmic limitations: w  h.  h  q.  q  e.  e  qsr  x 

7. Equal to:    Triumph Series (easy to medium) 
  Norwegian Journal (medium to advanced) 
  Unity Series (medium to moderately advanced) 
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GRADE IV 
(Written Ranges) 

1. Use common sense – remember that this is not equal to the Judd Street or Triumphonic Series. 

2. Extreme ranges may be used sparingly. 

3. Remember, with 4-5 players, endurance is still a factor. 

4. Keep length to 60-72 measures max! ( Ėģ  is an exception).  

5. Equal to:    Triumph Series (medium to advanced) 
  Norwegian Journal (advanced) 
  American Journal (easy to medium) 
  General Series (easy) 


